The growing complexity of distributed biomedical application requirements present new challenges to the representation of software architectural analysis and design. This is the case in particular when using Grid infrastructures for supporting interactive biomedical applications. In this paper we present a generic Grid software architecture for biomedicine, where we focus on a conceptual level of architecture design. In this approach, we identify high-level components, their subcomponents and their relationships as required to allow for basic interactivity. We apply our approach to a biomedical application for the simulation of blood flow, within a production Grid framework, and present our conclusions.
Introduction
Computer systems are in principle formal systems that can be defined and model concisely and unambiguously at different levels, using automata [1] , ontologies [2] , or other approaches. At the architectural level of design, there is a great deal of work in the literature related to software architecture modeling languages like the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [3] , as well as more formal approaches such as Architecture Definition Languages [4] [5] [6] like Darwin [7] and Aesop [8] . Nevertheless, ADL specifications are not easy to understand (i.e., it may be difficult to comprehend all the specification choices and their appropriate notations), the semantics are usually are contained in the underlying runtime implementation, and more importantly, these issues are much more pronounced for distributed systems [9] . These languages are, in general, aimed at classical tightly or semi-loosely coupled architectures, and typically represent a detailed logical architectural view of a system with clearly defined interfaces between components.
It is our experience that in distributed infrastructures for complex biomedical applications [10, 11] the early descriptions of the architectural vision among stakeholders involved are usually informal and ad-hoc. The common approach is to use diagrammatic constructs such as layered and flow diagrams, with poor semantics as basis for further logical architectural designs like class diagrams. The situation is aggravated when applied to systems that are loosely coupled and highly dynamic by nature, such as in the case of Grids [12] . Grid architectures are necessarily loosely coupled in order to support virtual organizations that may dynamically share complex applications and components: for distributed biomedical applications to fully leverage Grid technology, system architects have to address the integration of highly distributed and potentially heterogeneous data and computational resources, secure support for large numbers of stakeholders and partners across different virtual organizations, distributed legacy applications intended to be reused for simulation or visualization, and so forth.
We present a generic Grid architectural design for interactive applications that focuses on a conceptual level of architectural design. By interactive we refer to a system whose components accept and respond to input from humans in the computational loop. We propose this approach in order to enhance architecture scalability and communication among stakeholders, as well as a solid basis for subsequent logical architectural level design. This approach provides a more intuitive and precise initial specification of highly distributed components, before delving into detailed logical views of the system. We discuss our approach as applied within the framework offered by European CrossGrid Project's [13] biomedical application for blood flow simulation.
The structure of this paper is as follows: section 2 briefly describes states the context of our biomedical application and Grid framework, in section 3 we elaborate on our generic representation of Grid architectures for interactive biomedicine and provide a specific example within our Grid framework. Finally, in section 4 we offer our conclusions and propose related future work.
The CrossGrid Biomedical Application
Our biomedical application, the Virtual Radiology Explorer (VRE) environment [14] , is developed at the University of Amsterdam as part of a problem solving environment that puts a user at the center of an experimental cycle controlled by a computer. It allows scientists to apply their expertise in-silico to find better solutions for the treatment of vascular diseases. The aim of the VRE is to provide an end user with an intuitive virtual simulated environment to access medical image data, visualize it, and explore patient's vascular condition. Naturally, since this kind of medical image processing is usually a complicated and resource intensive task, additional computational resources are needed. The VRE contains an efficient parallel computational haemodynamics solver [15] [16] [17] that computes pressure, velocities, and shear stresses during a full systolic period. The simulator is based on the LatticeBoltzmann method, a mesoscopic approach for simulating fluid flow based on the kinetic Boltzmann equation [18] [19] [20] . To allow for parallel execution, the simulation volume is divided into several sub-volumes, and each subvolume is processed concurrently, making the application a good candidate for Grid computing.
The Grid infrastructure used for our architecture validation and deployment, the European CrossGrid, shares resources across 16 European sites ranging from relatively small computing facilities in universities to large research computing centers. National research networks and the high-performance European network, Geant, assure interconnectivity between all sites. The network includes a local step, typically inside a research center or university via Fast or Gigabit Ethernet, a jump via a national network provider at speeds that will range from 34Mbits/s to 622Mbits/s or even Gigabit, and a link to the Geant European network at 155 Mbits/s to 2.5 Gbits/s. The CrossGrid team focuses on the development of Grid middleware components, tools and applications with a special focus on parallel and interactive computing ( Figure 1 ). The added value of the CrossGrid project consisted in extension of the Grid to interactive applications, where interaction refers to the presence of a human in a processing loop. The key components of the CrossGrid architecture are known as central services, and include resource brokers, Grid portals, virtual organization servers, replica location services, information indexes, monitoring infrastructure, as well as other non-central services such as Grid visualization services. In the CrossGrid infrastructure a number of legacy components, tools and services need to be dynamically integrated. In the specific case of our interactive biomedical application, our main concerns were clear: our simulation-centric application and available distributed visualization services could be treated like black boxes initially, with the burden of connectivity and interoperability resting on the interactive services needed to run our solver on the Grid. To this end, we approach the problem with a system level conceptual design that could be later used as a solid basis for more detailed logic level design discussions.
Our Approach to Interactive Software Architectures for Biomedicine
As a starting point for our interactive architectural design, we identify a layered intuition for architecture abstraction, as proposed by Bredemeyer et al [21] . In this approach we distinguish three different granularities of architectural views: Conceptual, Logical and Execution viewpoints. We work on the conceptual high level of design for our Grid architecture, as a basis for more interface specification and representation done at the logical level, and the validation at runtime level of design.
We focus on the interactive aspects of biomedical applications, decomposing the system into key constructs such as components, relationships and interactions, without zooming into interface specification details. At this level we aim to capture the architectural vision, and understand relevant system functionality, properties, and constraints. To this end, we identify system abstractions for designing simulation-centric interactive biomedical applications: Simulation, Visualization and Interaction systems (Figure 2 ). The BDHR is a component used by scientists to apply pre-processing on the datasets that will be used by the Simulation system. Once such data preparation takes place, BDHR submits the simulation job via the Grid Portal component. Also, the BDHR is used for rendering of the output from the visualization kernel component. We define the flow of information between system components and subcomponents by abstract interactions among subcomponents or actors within the running system. For instance, Figure 4 shows the detailed interactions of the conceptual components, with the Grid Security Infrastructure Services component initiating the flow within the Grid Portal component, by authenticating the user and allowing access to the distributed datasets by triggering the Data Management Services. This generic conceptual design can be instantiated then into specific interactive architectures for integration. As proof of concept, we mapped our design to the VRE, and deployed it within the Grid infrastructure offered by CrossGrid middleware and interactive services ( Figure 6 ). For further details on integration and validation, we refer the reader to [22] . 
Conclusions and Future Work
We developed a Grid generic architecture for interactive biomedical applications, based on a conceptual level approach for architectural design. After deployment and validation within the CrossGrid infrastructure, we found that a clear representation of the architectural vision and abstract component interactions is of the utmost importance as a solid basis for a more detailed discussion on logical interface level design. We found this particularly important when discussing interactive service integration with black box subsystems, such as visualization. On the other hand, we also found that simple formalisms that extend graphic constructs' semantics are very much needed for unambiguous communication of the architectural vision, even at early design stages. Finally, we find that even though a single architectural modeling approach is unlikely to contain all the elements necessary to describe complex architectures unambiguously, conceptual level design helped us understand the complexities of modeling Grid architectures and some of the shortcomings in the state of the art.
For future work, we intend to enrich our conceptual level approach with more formal architectural approaches hat offer richer semantic representations, such as Description Logic constructs, and derive formal representations of concepts (e.g., atomic, compound) and relations (e.g., association, containment). In the near future we intent to apply our approach to other complex biomedical applications, such as the ViroLab Project's [23] Grid-based HIV expert decision support system.
